
AFPG (“Attività Formative Pratiche Guidate”): The course units denominated AFPG are lab-based, 
practical activities with a duration of one or two weeks each, and they require mandatory attendance. At the 
end of the course unit, the student will NOT obtain a final grade, but he/she will obtain a Pass/Not Passed 
evaluation (“Idoneità”) only. The student is therefore recommended to verify with his/her home university 
if the evaluation (with no final grade) is compatible with the home university’s study plan. 

 
 
FINAL WORKSHOPS (for the preparation of the Thesis): The Final Workshops are course units with 
mandatory attendance, and they are mainly addressed to students of Architecture who want to prepare their 
final degree thesis. If international incoming students wish to insert this kind of activity in their Learning 
Agreement, they must preventively ask for the authorization to the teacher of the workshop/course unit via 
Email. Only if the teacher authorizes its attendance to international students, they can enter the Final 
Workshop in their Learning Agreement. The workshop activity must be attended for its entire duration and 
it is not possible to enter/attend for single modules. At the end of the course unit, the student will NOT be 
given a final grade, but he will obtain a Pass/Not Passed evaluation (“Idoneità”). The student is therefore 
recommended to verify with his/her home university if the evaluation (with no final grade) is compatible with 
the home university’s study plan. In general, only two requests from international students are accepted for 
each workshop course unit.  
 
 

INTEGRATED COURSES (C.I.): during the compilation of their Learning Agreement, international incoming 
students must enter the code of the main Integrated Course and not the code of the single modules; in this 
way, the teacher can effectively register the exam taken by the student. The integrated courses must be 
attended for their entire duration: it is NOT possible to attend for single modules. The only exception to this 
rule is the course in “Storia e Restauro (C.I.)” – “History and Restoration (C.I.)”: in this case, the student can 
choose a single module (“History of Architecture 3”, Cod. 19495 or “Theories and History of Restoration”, 
Cod. 23800). 
 


